
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of analyst, demand
planning. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is
our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for analyst, demand planning

Supports other functions with demand planning analytical support (Ops,
Finance, Commercial, etc)
Maintain established stock and service levels
Provide various analyses of key customer data to support short and long term
forecasting in collaboration with the Demand Planning Manager
Identify “At Risk” products and plan inventory allocations to maximize “in-
stock %”
Analyze excess and obsolete inventory and present recommendations to the
demand planning manager
Provide in depth information on customer program performance and trends
Collaborate with supply chain on maximization of factory and warehouse
capacities
Monitoring item set-up and maintenance of Bills of Materials for returns
Creating and maintaining a project report containing all current
projects/inventory status including participating and leading in
Inventory/Supply chain review meetings, 3rd party customer meetings,
Supply Chain Vendor meetings, and any other meetings related to this
position
Refine and improve current S&OP information collection process to make it
more efficient and productive

Example of Analyst, Demand Planning Job
Description
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1-2 years of experience preferred in a production, forecasting, or planning
role with a particular emphasis on production planning, replenishment,
inventory planning, analysis, and modeling
Knowledge of all aspects of Supply Chain – Inventory, procurement, lead
times, production
A minimum of 3 years of replenishment and forecasting experience in the
consumer goods industry with overseas sourcing and/or long lead-time
products
Associate Degree or equivalent required
Knowledge of Windows computer applications required including MS Excel
and Word
Must have the ability to work in a team atmosphere and assist in executing
Pacific Cycle’s business with key customers


